Week 14

Tour of Salzburg's National Socialist Past
Last weekly tour: cable car ride to the Untersberg
Program - Oscars awarded by the fellow students
Farewell Party
As we do every year - a before and after shot comparing the first to the last week of classes. As always, we can see bigger smiles and longer hair - and more facial hair. There's also a new change: the "before" picture has the bright classroom lights of those cold January days, but the "after" shot has bright sunlight from a spring that finally arrived. Even if the weather could have been warmer, this group did an excellent job as our first semester program, making great progress with your German, exploring Salzburg and beyond, and having a diverse and rich experience of living and studying in Austria. Special thanks to Rebecca for setting up a very successful and productive exchange with our conversation partners!

Thanks for getting along so well and making this a fun and friendly group! I look forward to seeing you in another German course!